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Housing and Society
Publisher description

Universal Design Handbook, 2E
Identifies three hundred things those with disabilities can do to make their homes
more accessible, suggesting adaptations for each room that require neither a
significant financial investment nor structural remodeling.

Beautiful Universal Design
This book presents an in-depth introduction to the concept of universal design and
serves as a guide for persons studying the field and for individuals evaluating
current designs or creating new ones. The Center for Universal Design is a national
research, information, and technical assistance center that evaluates, develops,
and promotes universal design in housing, public and commercial facilities, and
related products.

NKBA Kitchen and Bathroom Planning Guidelines with Access
Standards
-- Gives readers design guidance, tips, and expert advice on materials, appliances,
and fixtures.-- 200 full-color photos and 1,200+ illustrations.

The Universal Design File
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Design for Assisted Living
Accessible Home Design
Featured items include French doors, windows and sashes, blinds, colonnades,
window seats, and other interior and exterior elements. Captions. 326 black-andwhite illustrations.

Library Journal
The leading resource for professional bath designers, Bath Planning is based on the
NKBA's Kitchen and Bathroom Planning Guidelines and the related Access
Standards published in 2012. This one-stop reference presents the best practices
developed by the association's committee of professionals through extensive
research. Now thoroughly updated with new photographs and illustrations in full
color, and with a special emphasis on client needs, research, and references to
industry information, this second edition reflects the latest information on
sustainability, universal design, building codes, and research. A companion website
complements coverage.

Kitchen & Bath Sustainable Design
Paralyzed Veterans of America has revised and expanded the first edition of
Accessible Home Design. Color photographs illustrate attractive and innovative
accessibility projects. Graphics from the previous edition have been revised for
better clarity and supplemented by new color drawings. The book's scope has been
expanded to address not only a home's interior and exterior spaces but also many
of the more detailed elements. In additon, advice for planning a design,
construction contracting and oversight, building permits, and project financing
have all been updated to meet today's standard.

Universal Design
The essential kitchen and bath design reference, updated with the latest codes
NKBA Kitchen & Bathroom Planning Guidelines with Access Standards is the
industry standard reference, written by the National Kitchen and Bath Association
and updated with the latest codes and standards. This new second edition features
revised guidelines for cooking surface clearance, electrical receptacles, and
ventilation for kitchens, as well as ceiling height, shower size, electrical
receptacles, and ventilation for bathrooms. Revised to reflect the 2015
International Residential Code and the ICC A117.1-2009, all illustrations have been
expertly redrawn using 2020 Design and Chief Architect Software to provide
clearer visual reference for real-world application. With thirty-one kitchen
guidelines and twenty-seven bathroom guidelines, this book provides full planning
recommendations, code references, and access standards for today's kitchen and
bath design professional. Kitchens and bathrooms are the two most functional
rooms in the house, and also the most code-intensive. It is imperative that design
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professionals stay up to speed on the latest guidelines to ensure the safety and
efficiency of their projects. Get up to date on the latest kitchen and bath codes
Reference a new range of standards for clearance, ventilation, and more Design for
storage based on the results of university research Examine illustrative and
descriptive plans, sections, and perspective views The NKBA guidelines are based
on a composite of historical review, current industry environment and practices,
emerging trends, consumer lifestyles, research, and building codes. These factors
combine to help kitchen and bath professionals create designs that are beautiful,
functional, accessible, and safe. The NKBA Kitchen & Bathroom Planning Guidelines
with Access Standards is the complete reference professionals turn to for the latest
in kitchen and bath design.

Kitchen and Bath Design
"NKBA National Kitchen & Bath Association."

Universal Design Toolkit
Publisher Description

The Rehab Guide: Kitchens & baths
Kitchen and Bath Sourcebook
Packed with beautiful photos that reflect up-to-date bathroom design, Bathroom
Ideas You Can Use is an indispensible aid to anyone who’s planning a bathroom
upgrade. See the newest, most prized plumbing fixtures and learn how to choose
the best ones for you; including bathtubs, showers, toilets and lavatory sinks. Get
the inside scoop on the latest trends for covering walls, floors, ceilings and other
surfaces. From grand bathroom suites with luxurious amenities to simple family
bathrooms that are clean, pleasant, and safe, you will find hundreds of photos of
beautiful bathrooms that answer your questions and inspire your imagination. And
along with all of the lovely pictures you’ll find a wealth of tips and practical knowhow from design guru and noted DIY writer Chris Peterson.

Design Details for Health
The freedom to go beyond compliance . . . Following in the successful footsteps of
the award-winning book, Beautiful Barrier-Free, universal design experts Cynthia A.
Leibrock and James Evan Terry present a fresh generation of flexible design
solutions in Beautiful Universal Design. Combining coverage of full design
installations for a wide variety of settings with an in-depth examination of
individual elements that range from exterior landscaping and approach to interior
finishes, furnishings, signage, and more, this superb visual guide is an inspiring
idea resource to creatively integrate people of all ages and abilities.

Universal Interiors by Design
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Time-Saver Standards for Interior Design and Space Planning,
Second Edition
* The architect's and contractor's A-Z one-stop resource for residential
remodeling--detailed and heavily illustrated * Step-by-step practical instruction for
every topic * Includes checklists, charts, specifications, resoures list, and product
information guides * Covers accessibility, efficiency, and sustainability issues

Knack Universal Design
As the baby boom generation ages, it is crucial that designers understand all they
can about bringing this group, as well as all others, design that will offer function,
aesthetics, and quality of life. Full of examples and illustrated with pictures of good
design, Universal Design: Principles and Models details how the principles of
universal design (UD) can be used to evaluate all products and places. Universal
design is ubiquitous; therefore good examples are essential to understanding. This
book includes more than 50 case studies that demonstrate successful applications
of UD principles and helps professors develop curriculum and teaching strategies.
More than 300 color photographs and drawings further illustrate the principles and
best practices. The book includes topics ranging from the development of
ergonomic chairs for home and office to the unique environmental concerns of
those sensitive to electronic and chemical emissions. The examples illustrate a
variety of user/groups in different situations and clearly demonstrate the design
directives for meeting their needs. The author explores the many definitions of UD,
enabling readers to identify those most meaningful to large portions of the
population. Universal design (UD) facilitates the comfort and navigation of those
with failing eyesight or restricted mobility, and the family members and
professionals who care for them. Whether at home, work, or a public place, people
appreciate the beautiful and the practical. This book takes a vital and meaningful
approach, going beyond the basics and delving into details. It gets to the heart of
UD and supplies an understanding of design from a greater perspective.

Home Accessibility
Mid-Atlantic Country
Selwyn Goldsmith's Designing for the Disabled has, since it was first published in
1963, been a bible for practising architects around the world. Now, as a new book
with a radical new vision, comes his Designing for the Disabled: The New
Paradigm. Goldsmith's new paradigm is based on the concept of architectural
disability. As a version of the social model of disability, it is not exclusively the
property of physically disabled people. Others who are afflicted by it include
women, since men customarily get proportionately four times as many amenities
in public toilets as women - and women have to queue where men do not - and
those with infants in pushchairs, because normal WC facilities are invariably too
small to get a pushchair and infant into. To counter architectural disability,
Goldsmith's line is that the axiom for legislation action has to be 'access for
everyone' - it should not just be 'access for the disabled', as it presently is with the
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Part M building regulation and relevant provisions of the 1995 Disability
Discrimination Act. In a 40-page annex to his book he sets out the terms that a
new-style Part M regulation and its Approved Document might take, one that would
cover alterations to existing buildings as well as new buildings. But architects and
building control officers need not, he says, wait for new a legislation to apply new
practical procedures to meet the requirements of the current Part M regulation;
they can, as he advises, act positively now. This is a book which will oblige
architects to rethink the methodology of designing for the disabled. It is a book
that no practising architect, building control officer, local planning officer or access
officer can afford to be without.

Kitchens and Baths 1-2-3
Home Rehab Handbook
Displays the latest in kitchen and bath possibilities

Record Houses of Plus Apartments of the Year
The first-ever book to offer architects, interior designers, builders, and others
workable implementation strategies for accessible living for the aged or disabled
Includes before-and-after living plans and photographs that demonstrate how to
transform any interior living space into a comfortable, attractive, barrier-free
environment

Practical Improvements for Older Homeowners
The Latest Advances in Universal Design Thoroughly updated and packed with
examples of global standards and design solutions, Universal Design Handbook,
Second Edition, covers the full scope of universal design, discussing how to
develop media, products, buildings, and infrastructure for the widest range of
human needs, preferences, and functioning. This pioneering work brings together a
rich variety of expertise from around the world to discuss the extraordinary growth
and changes in the universal design movement. The book provides an overview of
universal design premises and perspectives, and performance-based design
criteria and guidelines. Public and private spaces, products, and technologies are
covered, and current and emerging research and teaching are explored. This
unique resource includes analyses of historical and contemporary universal design
issues from seven different countries, as well as a look at future trends. Students,
advocates, policy makers, and design practitioners will get a theoretical grounding
in and practical reference on the physical and social roles of design from this
definitive volume. UNIVERSAL DESIGN HANDBOOK, SECOND EDITION, COVERS:
United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities U.S.
accessibility codes and standards, including the Americans with Disabilities Act
(ADA) Life safety standards and guidelines Universal design implementations in
Norway, Japan, France, Germany, Brazil, Italy and the Old City of Jerusalem
Planning ADA implementation in public educational institutions Urban scale and
mass transportation universal design Designing inclusive experiences, including
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outdoor play settings Office and workspace design Universal design in home
building and remodeling Products and technologies, including autos, web access,
media, and digital content Universal design research initiatives, education, and
performance assessments

The Cumulative Book Index
The leading industry association's handbook for going green inthe kitchen and bath
Kitchen & Bath Sustainable Design is the NationalKitchen and Bath Association's
complete guide to "greening" theseimportant rooms. The first book to focus
exclusively on kitchen andbath sustainability, this full color guide covers
everyconsideration for both remodels and new construction, making it ahandy
reference for any kitchen and bath professional. Case studiesof award-winning
projects demonstrate how space, budget, andsustainability can come together to
create beautiful, functional,efficient rooms, and illustrations throughout provide
visualexamples of the techniques discussed. The book includes informationon
greening one's practice for the client's benefit, plus anappendix of additional
resources and instructional materials forclassroom use. Outside of general heating
and cooling, kitchen appliances usethe bulk of a household's energy. Kitchens and
baths together usean average of 300 gallons of water per day for a family of
four,and both rooms are high-use areas that require good air quality.Kitchen &
Bath Sustainable Design provides a handbook todesigning these rooms for
sustainability, without sacrificingcomfort or livability. With comprehensive
guidance on approachingthese rooms sustainably, readers will: Communicate
better with builders, clients, and potentialclients Understand technical
considerations, and the criteria that makea design "green" Conduct a full design
analysis, including life cycle costingand efficiency Learn the ratings systems and
standards in play in the greenkitchen and bath The biggest elements of sustainable
interior design—energyefficiency, water use, and materials selection—are all
majorplayers in the kitchen and bath. Clients are increasingly demandingattention
to sustainability issues, and designers must be up todate on the latest guidelines,
best practices, and technology.Kitchen & Bath Sustainable Design is the
completetechnical and practical guide to green design for the kitchen andbath
professional.

Designing for the Disabled: The New Paradigm
Universal Millwork Catalog, 1927
Anyone who’s 50 or older should have this intelligently conceived, wonderfully
illustrated, room-by-room guide. With advice on everything from creating
multilevel countertops to installing grab bars in the bathroom, it explains how to
make your beloved house safe, easy to navigate, and conducive to independent
living, as you or your parents get older. Three sections help you plan for any
necessary remodeling, present makeover examples for every room, and lay out
projects with instructions. Some of the alterations are do-it-yourself; others may
require a professional. More complicated tasks receive especially detailed
discussions that clarify exactly what the job entails, how long it should take, and
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what it typically costs.

Bath Planning
``Ms. Peterson and the NKBA dispel the myth that universal design is institutional
in appearance.''--Deane Evans, VP, Research, AIA. A revised, combined edition of
two highly praised titles from the National Kitchen and Bathroom Association, this
fully illustrated work brings building professionals everything they need to apply
universal design to kitchens and bathrooms. Supplanting the NKBA's separate
bathroom and kitchen paperback titles, this edited, updated, and more affordable
version meets the growing demand for practical information on design that suits all
users throughout their lifecycle. Spurred by an affluent, aging baby boomer
population--a major segment of the market for the 15 million kitchen and bath
projects undertaken annually--this demand for design that suits people of all ages
and disabilities is mushrooming. Providing all the tools architects, builders, and
interior designers need to meet this demand, this book features: valuable design
checklists and client surveys; product evaluation guides; clear, measured graphic
design standards; thoroughly tested design guidelines; case studies with
photographs of installations and product specifications; more than 800
illustrations; comprehensive listings of codes, laws, regulations, product sources,
and other resources. For design and building professionals, or even for do-ityourselfers, this is the ultimate guide to creating bathrooms and kitchens that are
universally accessible--and beautiful.

Building Type Basics for Housing
This hardworking book contains the distilled wisdom of designers, manufacturers,
contractors and tradespeople--kitchen experts all--who have graced the pages of
"This Old House" magazine. Illustrations throughout.

This Old House Essential Kitchens
The "Silver Bible" -- thoroughly revised, updated and redesigned Interior designers,
architects, and other design professionals can still turn to the field’s beloved
"Silver Bible" for a wealth of information related to the design and planning of
residential and commercial interiors. But now, Time-Saver Standards for Interior
Design and Space Planning, Second Edition goes even further to truly make the
classic interior design reference the standard in its field. From standard furniture
dimensions to architectural woodwork details, you’ll find a vast array of timesaving data and details. Editors Joseph DeChiara, Julius Panero, and Martin Zelnik
have brought together contributions from well-known architectural and interior
design firms to give you details derived from actual designs and working drawings,
showing various solutions for typical design problems encountered in interior
architecture. You get a wide range of typical layouts and residential spaces,
offices, conference rooms, and reception areas, in addition to details of bars,
restaurants, and public toilets. This exciting new edition includes new international
examples and metrification – and provides you with full coverage of healthcare
spaces, educational spaces; home offices; videoconferencing spaces; green design;
project forms and schedules. Two outstanding sections cover historic styles and
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woodworking.

Fine Homebuilding
Includes, beginning Sept. 15, 1954 (and on the 15th of each month, Sept.-May) a
special section: School library journal, ISSN 0000-0035, (called Junior libraries,
1954-May 1961). Also issued separately.

Exploring Optimal Standards in the Application of Universal
Design to Multi-family Housing
From the basics to insider practical tips on the latest trends and products, readers
will learn what it takes to create a home that makes life easier.

Post Proceedings of the World Conference on Universal Design
Real Estate Books and Periodicals in Print
Universal Design
Praise for Design Details for Health "Cynthia Leibrock and Debra Harris have
developed a vitally important reference. They draw upon and compile a rich source
of evidence that supports the application of specific research-based details for
particular health-related settings."—From the Foreword by Dr. Wayne Ruga, AIA,
FIIDA, Hon. FASID The revised edition on implementing design details to improve
today's health care facilities—an inspiring, comprehensive guide In this
significantly revised second edition, Cynthia Leibrock and Debra Harris offer up-todate information on design details that can improve patient outcomes and user
experience by returning authority to the patient, along with fascinating case
studies and research demonstrating the positive role design can play in reducing
health care costs. Design Details for Health, Second Edition offers contemporary
examples showing how design can improve patient comfort and independence,
and demonstrates how to design highly functional health care facilities that
operate at peak performance. The book addresses a range of health care facility
types including hospitals, ambulatory care, wellness centers, subacute care and
rehabilitation, adult day care and respite, assisted living, hospice, dementia care,
and aging in place. This Second Edition includes: The latest research, which was
only anecdotal in nature as recently as a decade ago, illustrating how design
through evidence produces measurable outcomes Real-world case studies of a
range of excellent health care facilities that have been designed and built in the
twenty-first century Updated contributions with leading practitioners, researchers,
and providers conveying how design has a positive impact on health care delivery
When design empowers rather than disables, everybody wins. Sensitive to the
needs of both patients and providers, Design Details for Health, Second Edition is
essential reading for today's architects, interior designers, facility managers, and
health care professionals.
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Kitchen Planning
The House Handbook
Bathroom Ideas You Can Use
The all-in-one reference to designing stunning and functional kitchens and baths
Designing for today's kitchens and baths requires technical savvy, a keen eye for
aesthetics, and perhaps most important of all, the ability to coordinate efforts
across many disciplines. Kitchen and Bath Design simplifies these complex
decision-making processes with a comprehensive strategy for achieving kitchen
and bath designs that successfully integrate beauty and practicality—while
meeting client expectations. Fundamental design basics are covered, along with a
host of important issues that designers must consider when conceptualizing these
specialized rooms, such as ergonomics, codes and safety requirements, proper
lighting and ventilation, flooring, cabinetry, countertops, wall surfaces, and more.
Some of the topics that appear in this book include: A detailed introduction to
construction, plumbing, and electrical basics A systematic approach to
incorporating "green," energy-conscious design An overview of crucial design
elements, including pattern, texture, line, form or mass, color, space and light, and
sound The latest building codes and manufacturers' guidelines Written by a leading
expert in interior design, Kitchen and Bath Design uses three-dimensional drawings
and corresponding photographs to deliver valuable information that is critical when
it comes to planning, designing, specifying, estimating, building, pricing, or
evaluating a kitchen or bathroom. Whether they're working on a new or existing
space, professional designers can apply the lessons learned from this current
andaccessible resource to masterfully take on all kitchen or bathroom
projects—from the simplest to the most highly challenging.

Kitchens & Baths for Today & Tomorrow
The heart & soul of kitchens & baths This inspirational book allows readers to
dream about their ideal bathroom and kitchen, but it doesn't stop there: Kitchens &
Baths for Today & Tomorrow also helps readers transform their dreams into reality.
From simply practical to fabulously luxurious, this book is written specifically for doit-yourselfers. Photographs of beautiful rooms are right alongside insider tips,
detailed instructions on how to plan and design kitchens and bathrooms, as well as
money-saving ideas that can be adapted to personal plans, clever do-it-yourself
projects for each topic, hints and tips from professional designers, a glossary of
terms, and a valuable resource guide for DIYers. The book gives bathrooms and
kitchens equal attention in their own sections. Both sections open with an
introductory planning and design chapter specific to the room, and then move into
detailed chapters discussing key elements of the room, including: walls, floors,
ceilings, storage and display, lighting, fixtures and fittings, and ventilation. The
kitchen sections also offers ideas to aid in food preparation and cleanup, and
dining and hospitality. The photos, descriptions, facts, and details from Kitchens &
Baths for Today & Tomorrow will help readers plan kitchen and bathroom projects
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wisely.

The National Kitchen & Bath Association Presents Universal
Kitchen & Bathroom Planning
Universal Design is written primarily for architects and interior designers and offers
a sensible approach to the accomodation demands of the Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA). Its focus is achieving ADA compliance through the use of
"universal design", which is presented as a viable alternative to traditional design.
Universal Design offers a concise overview of the ADA, placing it in historical
context, and then defines the concept of universal design through discussions of
theory and practice. Loaded with case studies, this book reveals how universal
design can be utilized in a wide variety of situations and settings, from office
spaces to public meeting halls to the individual home. A valuable addition to any
design bookshelf, Universal Design brings creative solutions to the challenging
demands of the ADA.
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